President’s Update – November, 2021
To All NGJA Members,
With the holidays just around the corner, here is a November President’s update as we enter a new gymnastics season
with new FIG and Jr Development rules!
1. FIG Course and Certification – there have been no updates to the most current information I shared a few
weeks ago. I’ll pass any information along as soon as I receive it.
2. NCAA Challenge – This year’s NCAA Challenge begins on Nov. 23! This is a great opportunity to work on using
the new FIG rules and prepare for the upcoming season. Form your teams now and register for this fun event.
3. New Jr. Development Program – competitions will soon be starting using the new JD rules. I encourage
everyone to make sure you are prepared and ready to apply these rules. If possible, visit your local gyms to
refresh your memory and knowledge of the routines and rules.
4. New FIG Uniform – The FIG has changed the official judging uniform for international competitions. The new
uniform is a “dark blue suit” (see COP, page 15, paragraph j, at top of the page). The NGJA governing board has
decided to keep the existing judging uniform (Navy blue jacket and grey slacks) for all domestic competitions for
another year. However, if you are assigned to an international competition, you will need to wear the official
FIG uniform.
5. NGJA Courses and Testing – local courses should all be completed in the next 4 weeks. This is a reminder to
complete your compulsory and optional tests prior to December 15. With the JD season starting now and the
NCAA program right around the corner, I encourage everyone to take your tests as soon as you complete your
local course!
Needless to say, we are still in a fluid time. The presence of COVID-19 remains unpredictable and challenges will be
present as we continue to adapt to the ever changing environment. I encourage everyone to prepare for the upcoming
season and I will communicate updates and changes as I receive them.
I wish everyone and their family a safe and healthy Thanksgiving.

Mike Juszczyk
NGJA President

